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Materialist Philosophy
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ABSTRACT     Kyla Wazana Tompkins questions the structures informing claims of newness posed
by discussions of “New Materialism.” She discusses the troubling ways in which these discourses, in
turning toward the post- or non-human, can ironically reinforce assumptions about a universal
human subject and elide considerations of gender, race, and power.

 

It proves somewhat dif�cult to give a concise outline of this �eld that is called New

Materialism. This is perhaps because the putative “newness” of the �eld is in fact a

resurrection of an old body of thinking that reaches back several centuries to Spinozan
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monism and perhaps also because after over a decade of scholarship, this is a �eld that

still seems speculative, emergent, and contestatory.  What has been most useful and

“new” about the New Materialism, in terms of its relevance to critical race, queer, feminist,

socialist, and other modes of minoritarian and left thought, including the “old”

materialism, is most de�nitely just beginning to take shape.

What I will do in this short and necessarily incomplete essay is brie�y discuss some of the

core tenets of the New Materialism; outline what I see as some of the most useful

contributions that the New Materialism has made to my own work and perhaps to

minoritarian and left work in general; and then point to some of the issues I see with the

New Materialism today.

At its heart, the New Materialism explores the potentially actant qualities of the material

and non-human world—New Materialism then is interested in relations between things,

objects, phenomena, materialities, and physical bodies, as well as the relations between

those things (things with each other) and humans (humans with things). New Materialism

also considers the thingness of the human, the materiality of human bodies, and explores

consciousness, feeling, affect, and other circulatory and shared social phenomena as they

rise out of the substance of the world. Therefore, much New Materialist thought thinks

through and with the biological and chemical make-up of the neurological body itself in

relation to an increasingly toxic but always-chemical world.

Given these interests, the New Materialism is also interested in speculating about a world

in which the human subject is not centered, or even central. The timeliness of this

concern, for a species quickly headed towards and in fact already mired in ecological

disaster and multiple-species genocide, cannot be over-emphasized. In some New

Materialist thinking, particularly the strains of queer of color critique rethinking the

relationship between racialized humans and the animal, the current planetary crisis is

above all a consequence of the human-centered logic that underlies modern

Christological racial capitalism, a logic that produces categories of beings designated as

animal or object, in the name of extracting value and labor-energy.

There are, naturally, several schools, lines, and overlapping modalities of New Materialist

thought. Working in a line of thought mostly opposed to those emerging from queer of

color critique, feminist science studies, and animal studies, is Object Oriented Ontology,

which is committed to thinking through the non-relational autonomy of the object world.

Largely indifferent if not hostile to work that considers objecthood itself as a historical

category with roots in larger political systems like racial capitalism, biopolitics, or

colonialism, OOO (as Object Oriented Ontology is often referred to) seeks to theorize

object life in its most radically non-relational forms; it is thus committed to a sense of the

world, or perhaps the real, as existing prior to, or more importantly, beyond,

representational systems such as language. In the OOO conversation, matter can never

be apprehended as such: it comes into legibility only as form. In this way, OOO is

extraneous to the conversations taking place in feminist, queer, and critical race theory,

most of which take as true the idea that the relationship between discursivity and

materiality is circular and, in Karen Barad’s terms, intra-active.

Adjacent to, but deeply in�uenced by New Materialist thought, particularly Spinozan

ideas of affect, are the �elds of media studies that think through a biological, autonomic,

and presocial component to human feeling.  Intersecting with work in that �eld as well as

critical science studies, a �eld long shaped if not underwritten by feminist science studies,

New Materialist affect and media studies imagines the material world as always and

already shaping thought.  Such correlationist work—understanding correlationism via

Meillassoux here as a circular relationship between perception and world—explores the
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shared and social quality of feeling as it is reshaped by media, electronic communication,

and various forms of surveillance as they take shape under new regimes of capital.  This

latter school, particularly when in conversation with what we might call old materialism—

that is Marxist and anti-capitalist critiques of liberalism, neoliberalism, and globalization—

most usefully offers new inroads into understanding new societies of surveillance and

control as they have reshaped politics, biopolitics, and what some call microbiopolitics.

There are reasons to be suspicious of the New Materialism, as indeed there are reasons to

be suspicious of any intellectual movement that calls itself “new”—because of course we

need to always ask: what is the heroic narrative that its putative “newness” seeks to

instantiate? A non-human centered ontology and ethics; a sense of the biological and non-

biological world as vital and alive; an idea of the body as having a life and conversation of

its own, with itself; and, most centrally and crucially, the idea that planetary life should,

must be, and will be at the determinative center of political world-making: these are

epistemologies and ontologies that can hardly be said to have recently been invented but

rather are familiar to, among others, First Nations and Indigenous peoples; to those

humans who have never been quite human enough as explored, for instance, in

postcolonial and revolutionary black thought; to some strands of feminist thinking, for

instance, de Beauvoir’s thinking about the objecthood of women; and to other non-

Western medical and spiritual modalities.

And in fact, as a nineteenth centuryist, I can say de�nitely that not much of the thinking

about the active life of matter and the material world, in my research interests on food,

drink, and narcotics, seems very surprising: it is precisely in these terms that these

substances have been described historically. I want to make clear then that I, alongside

many others, worry and am cynical about how the non-white or otherwise minoritarian

subjects and indeed history itself, haunt the edges of certain veins within New Materialist

thought, sometimes explicitly as the cause of previous intellectual movements that

undermine or critique facticity in favor of discourse and sometimes subtly when

minoritarian life appears as the ideologically undertheorized yet exemplary object of the

New Materialism itself.

It is of deep concern to me how much New Materialism, particularly in Object Oriented

Ontology, cannot deal with race; how it ignores or misreads the work of feminist and

queer theory; and how the move to a kind of ontology-centered hermeneutic suppresses

the question and problem of difference. Here I am particularly worried by the ongoing

citation of “the power of language” or “representationalism” as a problem that is corrected

by new materialism, as well as worried by loose and vague references to “identitarian

thinking” or “identity politics” as a failure to ground and create productive political

thought.

It is, however, alongside newer work in the �eld of American Studies, Ethnic Studies, and

Queer Theory that I believe that the so-called New Materialist thought is and can

pro�tably be put to work alongside those projects that have so far been absent. Some

examples:

1. The undoing of the subject and of the category of the human. Here I am thinking of

the centrality of black feminist and postcolonial thought following Hortense Spillers

and Sylvia Wynter that seeks to reorient western epistemologies from the point of

view of those who have never been human. Alexander Weheliye’s recent work in

Habeas Viscus, which takes up Spillers’s thought to theorize from the rich social

space of the en�eshed and putatively pre-social, has been helpful to me; also, and

obviously, Mel Chen’s work in Animacies.
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2. The interrogation of mythologies of liberal personhood and sovereign agency by

foregrounding the human body’s autonomic “prior-ness” to the social world allows

for new avenues of political critique; however, dissolving the atomic nature of the

self by thinking through bodily affect as collective and social is a political move

towards collectivization and distributive agency that should be key. Problematic but

still useful work by Nigel Thrift and Kathleen Stewart has helped me here, as has

Lauren Berlant’s thinking about the genre and the event; Jafari Allen’s extension of

Audre Lorde’s “The Uses of The Erotic” has also been important.

3. A reckoning with planetary thought and the material world—ecological thinking that

looks at the interdependence of species with each other, that is observant and

attentive to the ways that material becoming is a way of theorizing politics in and of

itself. Work in science and technology studies is critical but also helpful is new work

that attends to the ecological life of the plantation, to the environmental pre-history

of the history of sexuality.

4. Against representation. New Materialist thought can be a tool for analyzing the

workings of resistance, power, and capital in the age of surveillance; the best of New

Materialist thought examines structures of feeling and offers an analytic of the ways

in which power works to move us into a deeper understanding of the micro-workings

of biopolitics in the contemporary mediatized political era. That is, New Materialist

thought works pro�tably with Marxist critique to see how politics traf�cs in mass

feeling, and how mass feeling might in turn be harnessed to effect politics.

This is not an exhaustive list or description; it is certainly only a personal and preliminary

gesture towards thinking with this �eld. I have left out trans and disability theory’s

centrality to posthuman and inhumanist thought; I have not touched on surface reading

nor on the Latourian turn. Indeed, as I said at the beginning of this piece, it proves

impossible to narrow New Materialist thinking down to only a few strains. However, I

would end with one more provocation, which I take from my ongoing conversation with

Dana Luciano’s work on geology, time, and biopolitics in the nineteenth-century, and

which emerges in my own scholarship in my new work on aesthetics, genre, and affect

during and following the passage of the Pure Food and Drug Act of 1906.

In a recent interview, Luciano says that “The most compelling contribution of the new

materialisms is not conceptual or analytic, strictly speaking, but sensory. The attempt to

attend to the force of liveliness of matter will entail not just a reawakening or redirection

of critical attention, but a reorganizing of the senses, departing from the limitations of the

Aristotelian model…In re/awakening criticism to alternate sensory dimensions, it holds

the potential to expand and enliven—though crucially, not to replace—’old’ (historical)

materialisms.”  I �nd Luciano’s provocation—as indeed I �nd all of her work—to be the

most intellectually exciting reading of New Materialism’s critical potential. In following

Rancière’s invitation to direct our attention to the ordering of sense and sensibility within

the frame of politics, Luciano’s current work points to a critical site wherein the New

Materialism might open up into other, more productive, analytics. The attention to the

interface between the human and the nonhuman as it yields to and undoes human

sensory organization, suggests that New Materialist thinking must necessarily engage

radical interdisciplinarity; this in turn brings us back to the provocations of left, feminist,

queer, and critical race theory, whose anti-, inter-, and trans-disciplinary energies continue

to retain a link with the political movements that produced them.

[Editors’ note: Responses to this piece by Chad Shomura (“Exploring the Promise of New

Materialisms”) and Michelle N. Huang (“Rematerializations of Race”) are published

in Lateral 6.1 (Spring 2017), with a response by Tompkins.]
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